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Welcome to the culinary arts field! If you’re interested in a career in culinary arts, you’ve come to
the right book. So what exactly do these people do on the job, day in and day out? What kind of
skills and educational background do you need to succeed in these fields? How much can you
expect to make, and what are the pros and cons of these various fields? Is this even the right
career path for you? How do you avoid burnout and deal with stress? This book can help you
answer these questions and more.This book, which includes interviews with professionals in the
field, covers five main areas of this field that have proven to be stable, lucrative, and growing
professions.ChefsPop-up and traditional restaurant ownersCaterersMedia and art-related
careersBakers

About the AuthorTracy Brown Hamilton is a writer, editor, and journalist based in the
Netherlands. She has written several books on topics ranging from careers to media, economics
to pop culture. She lives with her husband and three children. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Introduction: So You Want a Career in the Culinary ArtsWelcome to the field of the culinary arts!
This book is the ideal start for understanding the various careers available to you within the
culinary arts, which is right for you, and what path you should follow to ensure you have all the
training, education, and experience needed to succeed in your future career goals.Because the
term culinary arts is such a broad one—there are innumerable careers that engage with the
preparation and service of food, from chef to restaurateur, from caterer to food truck operator,
from line chef to food photographer, and everything in between—it can be difficult and equally
exciting to decide which job is the best fit for you.A Career in the Culinary ArtsThere’s not nearly
enough room in this book to cover all the kinds of jobs that fall within the culinary arts, but many
of them require the same type of training and experience. This book will cover careers that



include:• Chefs• Pop-up and traditional restaurant owners• Caterers• Media and art-related
careers• BakersThese jobs are widely available pretty much all over the country. They pay pretty
well, too, considering they don’t all require that you have a college degree. And there are
currently shortages of workers for these jobs. That means there are more open positions
available for these jobs than there are people applying for them. That’s good news for anyone
looking to enter one of these professions. And the future looks bright for these jobs as well, as
you’ll see.The Market TodayHow does the job market look for young people seeking to enter the
field of culinary arts? Although the field is a competitive one, the food and food service business
is unlikely to ever lose relevance or decline. In fact, new business models—such as pop-up
restaurants—are opening the field to more and more people, adding to the competition but
keeping opportunities growing.According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), employment
opportunities for chefs and head cooks is expected to grow by 10 percent between 2016 and
2026.1 That’s certainly a positive prediction—and a greater increase than most professions,
which is around 7 percent. This increase is predicted to lead to 11,300 more jobs. Food
preparation workers are expected to see their profession grow by 8 percent between 2016 and
2026—not as high a number, but in line with the national average for other professions.2The
culinary arts is a strong field with high predicted growth simply because people will always enjoy
eating, be it from a diner, a fine restaurant, a food truck, an airplane, or a local café. The increase
in people identifying as “foodies” is also on the rise, increasing people’s interest in food
innovation, constantly striving to bring more creativity and appreciation to food preparation.A
career in the culinary arts offers a broad range of creative and diverse roles. © iStock/Getty
Images Plus/WavebreakA greater focus on healthful eating has also paved the way for creativity,
especially in using locally grown, organic ingredients and changing the way we think about food,
our bodies, and our well-being. This bodes well for anyone involved in the food preparation
chain, from food growers to recipe creators to chefs and those responsible for how food is
presented, both on the plate and in advertising—for example, food photographers and cookbook
publishers and those in other media such as television and radio programs.According to some
research, the following cities in the United States will offer the best opportunities for high-paying,
secure jobs in the culinary arts:• Denver• San Francisco• Washington, DC• Bethesda, MD•
Portland, OR• Seattle• Los Angeles• Philadelphia• Chicago3If you don’t live near these cities or
don’t see yourself wanting to in the future, don’t despair: Food and food service is a valuable
element of any geographic location, from the smallest towns to the biggest cities, all over the
world.“The best part [of the job] is that it feels like I’m driving this bus. The restaurant business
never felt that way. Now, I decide how busy I want to be, which projects to take on, and which to
pass up.”—Zane Caplansky, deli man and media personalityWhat Does This Book Cover?This
book covers the following topics for all the aforementioned careers, as well as others:• What
kind of job best suits your personality and preference for working conditions, hours, educational
requirements, work culture, and atmosphere, based on the day-to-day activities involved in each
job and what a typical day at work looks like• How to form a career plan—starting now, wherever



you are in your education—and how to start taking the steps that will best lead to success•
Educational requirements and opportunities and how to fulfill them• Writing your résumé,
interviewing, networking, and applying for jobs• Resources for further informationOnce you’ve
read the book, you will be well on your way to understanding what kind of career you want, what
you can expect from it, and how to go about planning and beginning your path.Where Do You
Start?All the jobs covered in this book require, at minimum, a high school degree or equivalent
and some on-the-job training. In some cases, this will mean completing an internship, learning
on the job, and completing a degree at a community college or culinary arts school. Others
require a four-year degree or even a master’s degree—and the subjects you should study will
also vary. For example, if you want to own your own company, big or small, some business and
basic accounting courses are recommended. Chemistry and other science courses can also be
useful, and communication—professional and interpersonal—will also come in handy to secure
you a happy and successful future.Choosing the right career for you will also depend largely on
your personality and interests outside of work—such as whether you work better with people or
independently; whether you want to be the boss or work for someone you admire; what you want
your life to include outside of working hours, including hobbies and other activities that are
important to you; and so on.After high school, knowing how to choose and apply to vocational
training such as an apprenticeship or a college program will be the next step in your path. The
information in chapter 3 will help you navigate this important stage and know what questions to
ask, how to best submit yourself as a candidate, and the kinds of communication skills that are
key to letting future employers or trainers understand who you are and what your potential
is.Thinking about the future and your profession is exciting and also a bit daunting. After reading
this book, you will be on track toward understanding and following the steps to get yourself on
the way to a happy and successful future in the culinary arts. Let’s get started!

1Why Choose a Career in the Culinary Arts?The fact that you are reading this book means you
have decided you are interested in taking your passion for food and food preparation to the next
level: considering the culinary arts as a career. Choosing a career is a difficult task, but, as will
be discussed in more detail in chapter 2, there are many ways to begin gaining a solid
understanding of the professional future that is most suitable and will be most satisfying to you.
Of course, the first step is understanding what a particular field—in this case, the culinary arts—
actually encompasses and informing yourself about how the future outlook of the profession
looks. That is the emphasis of this chapter, which looks at defining the culinary arts field in
general and then more specific terms, as well as examining the past and predicted future of the
field.The culinary arts, as mentioned in the introduction, is a broad umbrella that encompasses
many different but related jobs. However, what can be said for the field as a whole is that it is one
that offers the opportunity for experimentation, collaboration, creativity, and constant learning. If
you are truly passionate about food, a career in the culinary arts will be continuously satisfying. It
is also a very competitive field, often demanding long hours and entails working in high-



pressure, often stressful environments. In a restaurant, you can expect lots of people bustling
around under tight deadlines, relying on each other to keep pace in order to prepare and deliver
a dish of quality taste and presentation to a customer’s table on time. As a wedding caterer, you
are under equal pressure to ensure everything goes smoothly. The job requires, therefore, a high
level of organization, stress management, communication skills, and, of course, knowledge of
the art and science of cooking.So as with any career, there are pros and cons, which will be
discussed later in this chapter. In balancing the good points and less attractive points of a
career, you must ask yourself whether, in the end, the positive outweighs any negatives you may
discover. This chapter will help you decide whether a career in the culinary arts is actually the
right choice for you. And if you decide it is, the next chapter will offer suggestions about how to
prepare your career path, including questions to ask yourself and resources to help you
determine more specifically what kind of culinary arts career is for you.What Are the Culinary
Arts?Although people have enjoyed eating together since the beginning of time, the formal field
of the culinary arts is relatively new. Throughout history, people in China, Europe, and around
the world prepared food and sold it to the public—but the official profession of chef became a
reality only in more recent times. This section will look at how the field evolved from its early
origins to the modern world of the culinary arts.People have been preparing and sharing food
with others throughout history, but the concept of the modern restaurant is relatively new. ©
iStock/Getty Images Plus/PeopleImagesTHE EARLY DAYS OF COOKING AS A
PROFESSIONDuring the sixteenth century in France, guild members—citizens belonging to an
association of people with the same trade—were responsible for preparing food. Each guild was
responsible for a particular food, such as, for example, a guild that had a monopoly on stews. In
1760 the first restaurant opened in Paris, operated by Monsieur Boulanger. It offered a special
dish made with the feet of sheep—but his tavern was shut down after food preparation guilds
that had a monopoly on such foods opposed it.These guilds were abolished after the French
Revolution, and there were no more regulations regarding who could be a butcher or a baker
and so on. This opened the door for more restaurants to open in Paris, which remains one of the
most important food and restaurant cities in the world today. In the United States, the term
restaurant was not commonly used until the nineteenth century, although the notion of a
business that sold food only—rather than also serving as a place for lodging—existed late in the
previous century.The origin of the term restaurant is often credited to Monsieur Boulanger, who
offered “restorative broths” to the public in his tavern that carried the Latin motto, Venite ad me
omnes qui stomacho laboratis et ego vos restaurabo—“Come to me all who suffer from pain of
the stomach and I will restore you.”1 Oxford English Dictionary’s Historical Thesaurus includes
six terms that refer to an establishment serving food: eating house, victualling-house, cook’s
shop, treating-house, suttling-house, and chop shop.It was the Industrial Revolution, a period of
rapid advancement in manufacturing and transportation that occurred between 1760 and 1840,
that had a great impact on how food was prepared, produced, and distributed. According to the
authors of On Cooking: A Textbook of Culinary Fundamentals,“The dramatic growth and



diversification of the food service industry is due in part to the Industrial Revolution and the
social and economic changes it wrought, including the introduction of new technologies, foods,
concerns, and consumers.”2
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